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DOCUMENTATION
ISO/AS COMPLIANCE & BEYOND

SECTION 01
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ELECTRONIC RECORDS MANAGEMENT

Overcome Static Cling

Historically, the management of documentation has revolved around a 

fixed or “static” life cycle: creation, management, and archive. While these 

fundamental tasks still provide the foundation for successful systems, 

clinging to outdated content and methods fails to maximize the potential 

output from your efforts. Transform your projects into organic, accessible 

materials that will repeatedly boost the returns on your investment of 

both time and budget.
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The term process documentation, or standard operating procedure, 

was first coined in the mid-20th century. However, the roots of 

technical writing can be traced back to antiquity. Aristotle detailed 

processes of philosophical importance. In the 1300s, Chaucer’s A 

Treatise on the Astrolabe became the earliest recorded English 

technical documentation. In 1978, The Philippines National Irrigation 

Agency used the term process documentation to describe the 

processes of their farming project. 

Documenting a process will help you achieve 5 key things:

1) Improves processes. Identify bottlenecks and inefficiencies by 

documenting the exact processes. You’ll quickly see what 

processes that you need to improve or get rid of.

2) Trains employees. You can use process documents to help new 

employees understand their job roles and familiarize themselves 

with the processes they’ll be involved in.  Even experienced 

employees can still refer to these documents whenever they want 

to make sure that they are executing the process right.

3) Preserves company knowledge. Keep a record of processes 

known only to a few people specialized in doing them. That way 

even when they leave, the newcomers can resume the work 

easily.

4) Mitigates risks and maintain operational consistency.

5) Detailed process documentation is also a vital part of patents 

and trade secrets.
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INTEGRAL ELEMENTS OF A WHOLE

Develop Cross-Functionality

Typically, most companies invest in documentation to Comply with 

Regulatory Requirements: This may be the main reason to document 

your processes — because you are required to do so. However, there 

can be several other benefits: 

● Value Chain: These are the customer-initiated, large-scale 

business processes that deliver a product or service. They help 

your business calculate its profit margin by including all of the 

pertinent steps and their attendant delivery costs. 

● Insight into Your Company: Whether the insight is for 

management, employees, or your customers, you can see 

exactly what goes into your deliverables.

● New Employees: You can use your process documentation as 

training for your new employees and to ensure that 

institutional knowledge is shared. Further, your new 

employees will understand how they fit in overall.

● Social Change Projects: For social change projects, process 

documentation is critical. This documentation records the 

perceptions of stakeholders in a way that ensures objectivity.

To ensure that your process documentation does not exist in a silo in 

your company, you need to carefully consider the tools that you 

choose to use. Your process documentation should be flexible and, 

above all, available to your people. In addition, you need to ensure that 

the tools you choose actually encourage use. To make sure you 

achieve this goal, your tools should meet the following criteria:

● Be easy to access and share

● Make collaboration easy

● Be mobile-friendly

● Be online or available via your intranet

● Be able to perform more than one function

● Be user-friendly

● Strike a balance between simple and functional

To reach these goals, documentation systems for your organization 

require a four-part strategy:
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1. Capture Process: This not only includes the written recording, 

but also the verbal and physical directions. Many contributors 

may work on the composition of these items, but clarity demands 

strong editing and uniformity.

2. Organize Information: You need a way to sort through the 

information and easily access it.

3. Visualize Process: This includes diagramming, charting, mapping, 

and modeling (photos and videos) that are precise, 

easy-to-understand, and comprehensive.

4. Distribute Information: This is your system for effective 

document-sharing. It may also include dissemination channels.
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I hear and I forget. 
I see and I remember. 
I do and I understand.

(Confucius, 541 BC-479 BC)


